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Abstract We describe a method for direct intercomparison of terahertz permittivities at
200 GHz obtained by a Vector Network Analyzer and a Time-Domain Spectrometer, whereby
both instruments operate in their customary configurations, i.e., the VNA in waveguide and
TDS in free-space. The method employs material that can be inserted into a waveguide for
VNA measurements or contained in a cell for TDS measurements. The intercomparison
experiments were performed using two materials: petroleum jelly and a mixture of petroleum
jelly with carbon powder. The obtained values of complex permittivities were similar within
the measurement uncertainty. An intercomparison between VNA and TDS measurements is of
importance because the two modalities are customarily employed separately and require
different approaches. Since material permittivities can and have been measured using either
platform, it is necessary to ascertain that the obtained data is similar in both cases.

Keywords Time-domain spectrometer . Vector network analyser . Intercomparison . Complex
permittivity

1 Introduction

Vector Network Analyzers (VNA) and Time-Domain Spectrometers (TDS) occupy different
and separate spheres of THz measurements, in that VNAs are configured for device charac-
terization, whereas spectrometers measure primarily material properties. Moreover, VNAs are
customarily configured for operation using transmission lines (which, at millimeter-wave
frequencies and above, tend to be hollow rectangular metallic waveguides); whereas TDS
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operate in free-space. Until recently, the spectral coverage of VNA and TDS was also distinct:
with VNAs usually operating at frequencies below approximately 100 GHz and TDS operat-
ing at frequencies above 100 GHz. Recently, however, the bandwidth of VNA instruments has
expanded to above 1 THz, and is set to extend further, resulting in a significant overlap
between VNA and TDS spectral ranges. Nevertheless, VNA and TDS measurements remain
distinct, divided by both areas of application and measurement methodologies.

Some overlaps exist, in that VNAs have been occasionally used in free-space quasi-
optical setups as a platform for THz spectroscopy [1–8], including a dedicated commercial
system [9]. In several cases, the dielectric constants of materials measured by such systems
were shown to be similar to those obtained by TDS [5–8]. Tosaka et al. [8] in particular
carried out a rigorous metrological analysis of such a system and its comparison with a
TDS. However, in these systems, the VNA operates in a configuration that is radically
different from its designed deployment. Moreover, a critical difficulty in such measure-
ments, as mentioned in [8], is the mutual alignment of the quasi-optical components,
namely horns, and the effects on alignment and beam propagation caused by the insertion
of samples in the beam path. Whereas TDS, as a laser-based system, is routinely configured
using laser-assisted high-precision alignment—in contrast, accurate alignment of a THz
quasi-optical setup is very difficult to achieve and verify.

In this paper, we describe a method which makes possible a rigorous comparison of
permittivity measurements obtained by VNA and TDS. An important advantage of this
approach is that both instruments are used in their customary configurations, i.e., the VNA
in waveguide and TDS in free-space. Complex permittivity was chosen as a measurand
because TDSs are overwhelmingly employed in measuring permittivities of materials and,
unlike VNAs, are not suited for characterization of devices or waveguide elements.

2 Experimental

The measurement frequency band of the VNA and TDS instruments was 140–220 GHz for
VNA and 0.1–4 THz for TDS. Since a VNA, at these frequencies, is designed for operation via
rectangular hollow waveguides, whereas TDS operates in free space, a comparison technique
was sought that would enable both instruments to be employed in their customary configura-
tion. This can be accomplished by using a material capable of being measured by both
modalities. Thus, measurements using VNA were carried out on a waveguide filled with the
chosen material [10, 11]; whilst TDS measurements were performed on the same material
contained in a THz-transparent cell.

Two types of material were studied: pure petroleum jelly, and petroleum jelly mixed with
carbon powder. Petroleum jelly is a mixture of alkanes whose carbon numbers are mainly
higher than 20. It is non-polar, and therefore has high THz transparency and low refractive
index. Petroleum jelly was chosen for its thermo-mechanical properties:

& At room temperature and under moderate pressure it is sufficiently soft and deformable to
be forced into a hollow rectangular waveguide, ensuring complete filling.

& At a temperature of around 70 °C it is sufficiently liquid to be poured into a fluid cell,
filling it without air gaps, where it solidifies homogeneously.

& At the same elevated temperature it can be mixed with carbon powder, forming a
homogenous suspension, which then solidifies into a homogenous paste.
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& It wets both fused quartz (spectroscopic cell) and brass (waveguide), allowing fill with no
air gaps and producing a good optical interface with the container material.

The carbon powder had grain size <1 μm, ensuring the absence of scattering effects. The
mixing ratio was approximately 10 % carbon by volume. Carbon is a conductor, therefore
adding carbon powder to petroleum jelly is expected to raise its refractive index and increase
its THz absorption.

2.1 TDS Measurements

The THz TDS had a commonly employed configuration using four parabolic mirrors, as
shown in Fig. 1. The pump laser was a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser (Femtosource) with a
20 fs pulse length and a center wavelength of 800 nm, producing an average power of
450 mW. The terahertz source was a biased photoconductive emitter; and the THz signal
was detected electro-optically using a 0.5 mm thick ZnTe crystal. The maximum dynamic
range of the system was ∼2000 in amplitude (at 0.6 THz).

The THz radiation was guided through the system by a set of four off-axis 90° parabolic
mirrors whose diameter was 75 mm. The effective focal length of mirrors M1 and M3 was
25 mm, and that of M2 and M4 was 75 mm. The short focal length and large diameter of
mirror M1 allowed a large fraction of THz radiation to be collected from the emitter without
the need for a substrate lens. The 3:1 ratio in the focal lengths of M2 and M3 reduced the
diameter of the collimated beam section between mirrors M3 and M4 down to 25 mm,
allowing transmission measurements to be performed on moderately large samples. A colli-
mated beam is preferred for transmission spectroscopy because it avoids errors arising from
beam distortion that may be caused by placing a sample at the beam focus [12]. Samples that
are too small to be placed in the collimated beam can be mounted in or close to the focal plane
between mirrors M2 and M3.

For TDS measurements the material was contained in a spectrophotometric quartz cell
(VWR® Spectrosil) whose thickness was 5.00 mm and clear window width was 10 mm. Since

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of the THz time-domain spectrometer used in beam imaging experiments
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the cell was too small to be measured using the collimated beam, it was mounted approxi-
mately 5 mm from the focal plane along the beam axis, in order to minimize beam distortion
effects. The reference signal was recorded with an empty cell. Repeated measurements of the
sample materials were performed by re-filling the cell afresh for each test, in order to account
for any variations in sample preparation. To fill the cell, the test material was melted to a liquid
state by heating to 70 °C and was poured into the cell. This ensured a uniform fill with no gaps
between material and cell walls. The cell was then allowed to cool to ambient temperature
(20 °C) before performing measurements. Petroleum jelly is semi-liquid at room temperature
and does not undergo phase transition or decomposition when heated to keep 70 °C together on
one line. Multiple TDS measurements were consistent and showed no changes due to repeated
cycles of heating/cooling, either in pure petroleum jelly or in jelly with carbon powder.

2.2 VNA Measurements

The VNA measurements were made using a Keysight Technologies PNA-X VNA connected
to a pair of Virginia Diodes Inc. waveguide extender heads, as shown in Fig. 2. These extender
heads are fitted with standard WR-05 waveguide test ports [13] and enabled the VNA to make
measurements at any frequency across the full frequency range for this waveguide size
(i.e., from 140 to 220 GHz).

Traceable reference standards were used to perform a thru-reflect-line (TRL) calibration of
the VNA [14]. This ensured accurate S-parameter measurements with reference planes at the
waveguide test ports. The calibration employed WR-05 waveguide standards: a ‘Thru’
connection—i.e., the test ports joined together; ‘Reflect’ connections—a flush short-circuit
connected, in turn, to each test port; and ‘Line’ connections—two precision sections of ¾-
wave waveguide. At lower frequencies (i.e., below 110 GHz), TRL calibrations traditionally
use one ¼-wave line as the Line standard. However, at higher frequencies, since the wave-
length becomes very short, the length of the ¼-wave line section becomes very short. Such
short sections of waveguide are very fragile and so are difficult to use. This has led to the
development of TRL calibrations using two ¾-wave line sections [15]—one line is used as a
standard for the lower part of the waveguide frequency range, and the other line is used for the
higher part of the waveguide frequency range. The longer length of these ¾-wave lines,
compared to a ¼-wave line, means that these lines are less fragile than the equivalent ¼-wave
line.

Fig. 2 VNA setup used for
measuring the samples inside
sections of WR-05 waveguide
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The Line standards are characterized using precision dimensional measurements of the
waveguide aperture and flange alignment mechanisms, as described in [16]. The dimensional
measurements provide traceability for the S-parameter measurements. Details of the traceabil-
ity process for a VNA system in WR-05 waveguide have been given in [17]. The overall
measurement setup (i.e., VNA, primary standards, standards’ characterization procedures, and
calibration routines) forms part of the UK’s primary national standard system for S-parameter
measurements [18, 19].

In order to make S-parameter measurements of the two materials, the materials were
inserted inside sections of high-precision WR-05 waveguide. Three different lengths of
waveguide section were used, with nominal lengths of 2.5, 5.0, and 7.5 mm. These waveguide
‘sample holders’ are shown in Fig. 3.

The procedure for measuring the material samples was designed to provide a high degree of
confidence in the measurement integrity without needing to undertake repeat measurements
and calibrations. In addition, care was taken to ensure that no material was left inside the
sample holders after the measurement of each sample as any such residue material would
contaminate measurements of subsequent samples.

The process for filling each sample holder was undertaken with great care as any voids
(i.e., air gaps) in the material would affect the measured transmission coefficient of the sample
holder. The filling process involved gradually adding small quantities of material which was
then gently pushed into the waveguide thus avoiding trapping any air inside the section of
material in the waveguide. This process was challenging due to the relatively small size of the
WR-05 waveguide aperture (i.e., approximately 1.30×0.65 mm). Once the waveguide was
filled, and several millimeters of material was protruding from the back end of the sample
holder, the sample holder ends were trimmed so that the material was flush with the flange
faces on the sample holder. All additional material on the flange was carefully removed using
isopropyl alcohol (IPA).

After each sample was measured, the material was removed from the sample holders using
a specially designed cleaning stub with dimensions slightly smaller than the dimensions of the
sample holder. Before insertion, the cleaning stub was soaked in IPA. The sample holder was
then left to dry and to reach equilibrium with the laboratory temperature, before the next
sample was prepared for measurement.

Fig. 3 The three WR-05 wave-
guide sections that were used as
‘sample holders’ for the materials
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3 Calculations of Complex Permittivity

3.1 TDS Calculations

To obtain the optical parameters from TDS measurements, the time-domain data was convert-
ed to frequency domain by applying fast Fourier transform (OriginPro™ 2015). The
frequency-dependent (ω) refractive indices (n) and absorption coefficients (α) and the real
and imaginary permittivities (ε′ & ε″) were then calculated using the standard procedure [20]:

n ωð Þ ¼ 1þ ϕcell − ϕsample

� �
c

ω d
ð1Þ

T ωð Þ ¼ 1−
nsample−ncell
� �2
nsample þ ncell
� �2

" #.
1−

nair−ncellð Þ2
nair þ ncellð Þ2

" #
ð2Þ

k ωð Þ ¼ αc

2ω
ð3Þ

α ωð Þ ¼ 2

d
ln T

Ecell

Esample

� �
ð4Þ

ε ¼ ε
0 þ iε″ ¼ nþ ikð Þ2 ¼ n2 þ k2

� �þ i 2nkð Þ ð5Þ
where E and ϕ are, respectively, amplitude and phase of the THz signal; d is the optical path
through the cell, d=5.00 mm; and ncell is the THz refractive index of cell material, i.e., quartz,
ncell≅1.95. The transmission factor T accounts for the interface reflections between the cell and
the sample.

The refractive indices and absorption coefficients of petroleum jelly and jelly-carbon
mixture obtained by TDS are shown, respectively, in Figs. 4 and 5. It is seen that, as expected,
absorption is much higher in the carbon-containing material, limiting the spectral range of the
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Fig. 4 The refractive index and
absorption coefficient of pure
petroleum jelly measured by TDS.
Dashed lines indicate standard
deviation of the refractive index.
The standard deviation of
absorption falls within the line
thickness
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measurement [21]; the refractive index is also significantly higher. The values of refractive
index, absorption coefficient, and the real and imaginary permittivities for both pure petroleum
jelly and carbon-jelly mix are listed in Table 1 together with their expanded uncertainties [22].
The TDS measurement uncertainty may be assumed to be equal to double the value of the
standard deviation (95 % confidence).

As seen in Figs. 4 and 5, the frequency measurement band of the TDS, due to dynamic
range limitations, was 0.1 to 2.6 THz for petroleum jelly and 0.1 to 0.9 THz for the jelly-
carbon mixture. In contrast, the VNA in the study operated in the frequency band of 140 to
220 GHz. Therefore, the frequency overlap between the two instruments was over the whole of
the VNA range but at the lower limit of operational range of the TDS.

3.2 VNA Calculations

The transmission coefficient measurements, obtained using the VNA, were used to
compute the complex relative permittivity. Several inversion algorithms are available to
convert the complex-valued S-parameters to complex relative permittivity of a material
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Fig. 5 The refractive index and
absorption coefficient of petroleum
jelly mixed with carbon powder
(∼10 % carbon by volume)
measured by TDS. Dashed lines
indicate standard deviation

Table 1 Refractive indices, absorption coefficients, real and imaginary permittivities, and their expanded
uncertainties, for pure petroleum jelly and jelly-carbon mix measured by VNA and TDS at 200 GHz. Also
included are the absolute differences ∣VNA–TDS∣ and NER

Parameter Pure petroleum jelly Petroleum jelly with carbon powder

VNA TDS VNA TDS

Number of measurements 3 11 3 8

Refractive index, n 1.460 ± 0.016 1.472 ± 0.011 1.492 ± 0.078 1.678 ± 0.014

Absorption coefficient, α (cm−1) 0.0173 ± 0.023 0.055 ± 0.060 0.875 ± 0.166 1.4 ± 0.8

Real permittivity, ε′ 2.132 ± 0.031 2.167 ± 0.028 2.225 ± 0.156 2.815 ± 0.044

Imaginary permittivity, ε″ 0.0060 ± 0.0082 0.0019 ± 0.0020 0.0311 ± 0.0056 0.055 ± 0.030

∣VNA–TDS∣, ε′ 0.035 ± 0.42 0.590 ± 0.162

NER, ε′ 0.8 1.6

∣VNA–TDS∣, ε″ 0.0041 ± 0.0084 0.0139 ± 0.0305

NER, ε″ 0.5 0.5
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under test [23]. The selection of an inversion method is based on several factors such as
sample positioning, initial guess value, measured S-parameters, sample length, and accu-
racy. The conversion method used for permittivity computation in this paper is the
Iterative One-Parameter Method. This method is appropriate for non-magnetic materials.
It computes the relative complex permittivity from just transmission S-parameter mea-
surements of the material under test. This method requires an initial guess estimation for
permittivity computation [23]. The mathematical formulations for this method are
described below.

The algorithm requires only transmission S-parameters and computes iteratively the relative
complex permittivity for non-magnetic materials [23]. It is based on the following set of
equations:

S21 ¼
T 1−Γ 2
� �

1−Γ 2T2 ; ð6Þ

where

Γ ¼ γ0−γ1
γ0 þ γ1

ð7Þ

and

T ¼ e−γ1L ð8Þ
Also,

γ0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2c−k

2
0

q
ð9Þ

and

γ1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2c−εrk

2
0

q
ð10Þ

where kc is the waveguide cut-off wave-number and ko is the wave-number in air. The set of
equations shown above is solved iteratively starting with the initial guess for permittivity (εr)
as described in [23].

The S-parameter measurement uncertainty (described in the next section) has also been
linearly propagated to the final permittivity values. The linear propagation of uncertainty is
carried out in MATLAB [24] using the LinProp module, developed by Federal Institute of
Metrology (METAS) [25]. The LinProp module takes into account both the variance and the
covariance of complex-valued S-parameters.

3.3 VNA Measurement Uncertainty

The uncertainty in the S-parameter measurements was evaluated following internationally
agreed guidelines [26]. At these high millimeter-wave frequencies, the uncertainty in the
reflection measurements is dominated by imperfections in the waveguide aperture sizes
(i.e., height and width) and the alignment mechanisms found on the waveguide flanges. Values
of reflection related to the tolerances in waveguide apertures have been given in [27, 28].
According to the manufacturer of the waveguides used for this investigation, the aperture
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tolerances are specified as ±5 μm and so the corresponding worst-case reflection given in [27]
is −34 dB.1 This is equivalent to a linear reflection coefficient of 0.020. This worst-case
reflection error, Δ(Γ1), is converted to an equivalent standard uncertainty, u(Γ1), using [26]:

u Γ1ð Þ ¼ Δ Γ1ð Þ
√3

¼ 0:012 ð11Þ

since it is assumed that the worst-case error can be represented using a uniform probability
distribution.

The flanges used on the three sample holders are similar to a flange design given in [29].2

According to [29], this flange design achieves a worst-case reflection coefficient of -46 dB, for
this waveguide size. This is equivalent to a linear reflection coefficient of 0.005. As before, this
worst-case reflection error, Δ(Γ2), is converted to an equivalent standard uncertainty, u(Γ2),
using [26]:

u Γ2ð Þ ¼ Δ Γ2ð Þ
√3

¼ 0:003 ð12Þ

The two uncertainty contributions, u(Γ1) and u(Γ2), are independent of each other and so
the combined standard uncertainty in reflection, u(Γ), is given by [26]:

u Γð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Γ1

2 þ Γ2
2

� �q
¼ 0:012 ð13Þ

Since the two materials measured in this intercomparison exercise are relatively low loss
materials (i.e., their measured values of attenuation were 3 dB or less), the uncertainty due to
VNA detectors’ nonlinearity errors and isolation/leakage between the two test ports will be
negligibly small. However, since the insertion of the material into the waveguide sample
holders produced significant amounts of reflection, the dominant source of uncertainty will be
due to mismatch at the VNA test ports.

According to [30], the mismatch error, MTM, can be calculated using:

MTM ¼ 20log10
1þ MS11j j þ ΓLS22j j þ MΓLS11S22j j þ MΓLS21S12j jð Þ

1− Mj j ΓLj j ð14Þ

where all quantities, S11, S22, S21, S12,M, and ΓL, are given in linear units, andMTM is given in
dB. Values of M and ΓL can be taken as equal to the standard uncertainty in reflection,
u(Γ) = 0.012, and values for S11, S22, S21, and S12 are as measured by the VNA for the each
sample in each sample holder.

The mismatch error, MTM, is converted to an equivalent standard uncertainty, u(MTM),
using [30]:

u MTMð Þ ¼ MTM

√2
ð15Þ

since it is assumed that the mismatch error can be represented with a U-shaped probability
distribution.

1 This value of reflection actually corresponds to a height and width tolerance of 6.5 μm. However, this value is
used here as it will provide a somewhat conservative estimate of the actual reflection produced by the waveguide
apertures.
2 This is the IEEE 1785.2a ‘precision pin’ flange design described in [28].
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Since u(MTM) is the dominant contribution to the uncertainty in the transmission measure-
ments, this term is used to represent the overall standard uncertainty in the transmission
measurements. For transmission measurements of the two materials in the three sample
holders, values of u(MTM) ranged from ±0.025 to ±0.075 dB, depending on the S-parameters
of each sample in each sample holder.

Overall confidence in the VNA measurements was achieved by measuring verification
items before and after the measurement exercise, and comparing the two sets of results. For
these measurements, the verification items were flush short-circuits, a section of cross-
connected waveguide [31] and a through connection. Each of these verification items had
also been measured during a previous measurement investigation [32] and so results were also
compared with these previous results obtained using the same VNA setup.

The sequence in which the items where measured was designed to verify the calibration and
detect any residue material left on the measurement ports after the connection of the filled
sample holders. The check for residue material was made using a measurement of the cross-
connected waveguide section [31], before and after the measurement of the filled sample
holders. The measurement sequence was as follows: short; through; cross-connected
waveguide section; 2.5 mm sample holder; 5.0 mm sample holder; 7.5 mm sample holder;
cross-connected waveguide section.

For each material, the results obtained from the three sample holders were combined to give
an overall value for each material parameter (i.e., the real and imaginary components of the
complex-valued relative permittivity). The variation in the values obtained from the different
sample holders was used to quantify the repeatability of the determination of the material
parameters. In general, the uncertainty contribution due to repeatability was much larger than
the uncertainty contribution for each individual measurement (i.e., due to the mismatch
uncertainty caused by the material inside the sample holders).

4 Results and Discussion

Table 1 summarizes the results obtained by both VNA and TDS. This table shows the mean
values and expanded uncertainties, UVNA and UTDS (twice the standard deviation and approx-
imating a coverage probability of 95 % [26]), for both the VNA measurements and the TDS
measurements. The table also gives the absolute difference between the two mean values and
the Normalized Error Ratio (NER) which provides an indication of the level of agreement
between the VNA and TDS measurements. The NER is given by:

NER ¼ VNA − TDS

√ UVNA
2 þ UTDS

2
� � ð16Þ

In general, if NER<1, then this indicates acceptable agreement between two results; if
NER>1, then this indicates lack of agreement. Table 1 shows that good agreement is achieved
for all results except for the measurement of the real part of the complex permittivity for the
petroleum jelly with carbon powder. During the process of cleaning the sample holders, after
the VNA measurements of the petroleum jelly with carbon powder, there was some evidence
to suggest the presence of small air bubbles (of approximately 0.5 mm3) in the sample. These
small bubbles, along with the potential inhomogeneous distribution of carbon powder through
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the sample, could explain the lack of agreement in the results for this material (compared to the
measurements of the pure petroleum jelly).

5 Conclusion

A technique for the intercomparison of measurements performed by VNA and TDS has been
demonstrated and validated. The technique is based around measuring the material properties
(complex permittivities, etc.) of samples that can be studied relatively conveniently by both a
VNA and a TDS. The technique has the advantage of employing both these instruments in
their standard configurations, i.e., using the VNA for measurements in transmission lines
comprising hollow metallic waveguide and using the TDS in a ‘free-space’mode of operation.
The reliability of the technique was found to be critically dependent on the choice and
preparation of the material under test. In particular, the material should be suitably homoge-
neous and be capable of completely filling both a TDS sample cell and a section of hollow
metallic waveguide. It was found that the presence of any air bubbles in the prepared samples
(which can occur especially with the filled sections of waveguide) could significantly influence
the determination of the permittivity values. This could have affected one of the values
(ε′ for the petroleum jelly with carbon powder) measured in this intercomparison.

In spite of the potential difficulties listed above, the measured complex permittivity values
obtained using the VNA and TDS generally showed good agreement (to within the estimated
uncertainties for each system). However, to avoid these difficulties altogether, and hence
achieve better accuracy (i.e. lower uncertainty of measurement), it is recommended that
homogeneous, semi-solid, materials should be used for such studies. This will be particularly
important if these types of measurement intercomparisons are attempted at higher frequencies
(where the required waveguide dimensions will be smaller than those used in this exercise).
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